
5 Panel Snapback Trucker Hat Custom Embroidery Mesh Cap

Basic Info

Season: Summer
Brim: With Brim
Crown: With Crown
Size: 56-60cm
Color: custom
Sample Time: 5-7days
Lead Time: 15-20days
Trademark: custom
Transport Package: 25PCS/Polybag, 200PCS/CTN
Specification: 54*45*70cm
Origin: China

Product Description

5 panel snapback trucker hat custom embroidery mesh cap  :

Product name: trucker hat
Styles: 6 panel or 5 panel  trucker hat
Material: 100%polyester,any fabric can be available
logo: embroidery/printed logo on hat
sweatband: 100%cotton
seamband: TC or 100%cotton
backside: plastic/metal buckle/leather strap/velcro
color: any panton number would be ok
size: adult size(58cm)--one size fits all
sample time: 5-7days for trucker hat
lead time: about 21days for trucker hat
PACKING LIST: 25pcs/opp bag and inner box;200pcs/ctn;

ctn size:81*25*71cm;nw:18kg;gw:20.5kg;
payment term: by T/T,paypal,Western Union
Fob port: shenzhen,guangzhou,hongkong
delivery way: by DHL,by UPS,by FEDEX,by air,by sea

COMPANY PROFILE
Aung Crown Caps & Hats Industrial Ltd is one of the fastest growing
manufacturers in hat chains.
We focus on hat chain in street style, such as snapback, 5 panels, baseball



hats, knitted hats and with the name just less. With years of experience in
producing hats, we also have a distinctive look at the international trends
that will certainly help you in the construction of designs.
It is our promise to offer our customers excellent service with a
competitive price, high quality and punctual delivery time to get mutual
benefits together.

OUR DEFINITIVE TO GOAL
Sticking to building a harmonious atmosphere with customers and
helping to expand their brands.
OUR TEAM
By analyzing professional knowledge of caps production, understanding
English well, a passionate and patient sales team helps you to arrange
every order. Regardless of the order is big or small.



OUR PRODUCTION
Owning more than 162 employees with 7 employees from purchasing,



customization, sewing, embroidery, QC to the final packaging
department, our productivity can reach up to 260000 pieces per month.
OUR PRODUCTS
Neat and vibrant embroidery shows that your logo brand is extraordinary
and that different methods for the logo are used to ensure that your caps
are a special, skilled craftsmanship that makes your caps look like a work
of art.

OUR SHIPPING
All well-known international logistics companies such as MSK, DHL,



FedEx, UPS ... are used to ensure that all your cargo arrives safely and
cost-effectively in your hands.

FAQ:
Q:Can i order samples with my own design & logo?
A: Certainly you can.We can make it according to your any specific
requirement.

Q:How much does the sample cost?
A: we can make the samples for you with free charge including the simple
artwork .

Q:How long will it take for the sample and mass production?
A:Generally speaking , we need 4-6days to finish the samples, while it will
take longer time for some complex design. And the lead time for
production will take 15-25days . 

Q:How's your after -sales service?
A:with perfect after-sales service , your business is safe and your money
is safe .
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